
“ Reading this new work by Linda Prather is like going home. Following  
 along with her words is truly following our hearts. Listen carefully. If you 

don’t, you will miss something. It will slip past like a perfectly still and silent river. 
These are not problem solving poems. You won’t find a connection to therapy 
here. Meditation seems a better fit, or contemplation. Like small devotions, they 
comfort.”     ~ Ed Bearden, Poet Laureate, City of Modesto

Morning Walk in Mesa

“It is truly wonderful to be in the desert scene once again, as the true artist 
and poet merges in memory, and in the true reality of what the desert 

really is, ‘a place to look for words, syllables of morning,’ a place where she ferrets 
out textures with exactness, feeds them to us in metaphors that make them live and 
live, in the mind, and in the heart of a retrieval that can only mellow with time. It is 
a desert I see more urgently thanks to these poems.” 
  ~ Laverne Frith, Proprietor of Frith Press, co-editor of Ekphrasis

by Linda Marie Prather

“Linda Prather’s poems evoke haiku in both their images and their 
contemplative tone. As she takes her readers along with her on her morning 

walk, not only does she give us the sounds of doves and the intensity of the 
impending heat, but an intense appreciation and a sometimes wary love of a harsh 
landscape. The rigors of Arizona are not for everyone, but happily, Linda Prather’s 
poems are.”

~ Gillian Wegener, author of The Opposite of Clairvoyance (Sixteen Rivers Press, 2008)

“Linda M. Prather exults in nature, dives into the beauty of it with the joy of 
a hummingbird into nectar, is intoxicated and inspired by the green, the sun, 

the moon, and most of all, changes, large and small, seasonal and man-made.
 In unpretentious language she captures the need in us to stay in touch with our 
natural world, celebrate what is left, catalogue the wonders and never let them go.
 Her poems are meditations, quiet and quieting, as she describes her world with 
meticulous, loving and exquisite detail. 
 This is a wonderful collection of love poems to the earth.”
    ~ Cleo Griffith, Editor, Song of the San Joaquin
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